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1TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
THE ExploRATion ATMoSpHERES WoRkinG GRoup’S REpoRT  
on SpACE RAdiATion SHiEldinG MATERiAlS
1.  inTRoduCTion
From a radaton protecton perspectve, extended future robotc and crewed mssons to the 
Moon and Mars can only be descrbed as complex and exceedngly challengng. Contnuous and expan-
sve radaton protecton n such mssons s needed to safeguard the health of the crew and the relablty 
and safety of crtcal systems and subsystems.
Complexity is due to the multiplicity of radiation sources (both natural and man-introduced), 
pervadng complex geometres, and exacerbated by varablty and unpredctablty. Challenges are 
emboded n the desgn and operatonal requrements to accurately and robustly predct the radaton 
environment, model and simulate the myriad physical interactions of the radiation fields with matter  
of complex composton and geometres, and, ultmately be able to objectvely evaluate and mtgate 
exposure rsks to crew, systems, and msson.
Lookng nward nto the vehcle or habtat structure and performance, complexty stems from  
the interdependence of risk associated with, for example, effects of flammability and structural integrity  
due to the ntroducton of nonmetals for radaton sheldng purposes on the overall rsk and performance 
of the vehcle or habtat nternal atmosphere. Examples of these rsks nclude the mpact of changes n 
the physcal and chemcal propertes of the sheldng materals due to extended exposure, n stu repar 
capablty, and real-tme montorng of the materal’s health for compatblty and ntegraton wth other 
mssons’ systems and subsystems. 
Lookng outward from the vehcle or habtat structure and performance, further complexty  
s ntroduced n the use of nuclear systems ether for electrc power generaton and/or propulson. For 
ths nuclear opton to contnue beng attractve to msson desgners, safety ssues must become desgn 
drvers. In addton, and due to severe mass, volume, and power lmtatons the same sheldng materals; 
e.g., lunar or Martan regolth, are lkely to be used for most other sheldng needs. Ths nterdependence 
of crew and power systems radaton safety, for ths as well as for other applcatons and processes;  
e.g., those motvated by n stu resource utlzaton, for example, are more lkely than not to further 
ncrease and make more complex ths nterdependence.
This report was prepared for NASA’s Exploration Atmospheres Working Group (EAWG). 
EAWG was created to explore optons and to formulate recommendatons for the desgn of nternal 
2atmospheres of NASA’s future exploraton mssons. The group chose to nclude space radaton sheld-
ng requrements from the early stages of developng msson desgn concepts and requrements n order 
to underscore the mport and mpact of exposure to space radaton n these future mssons. To ths end, 
this Technical Memorandum (TM) served as the white paper contribution of the EAWG report to NASA 
Headquarters (submitted in early 2006) concentrating on shielding requirements. As such, this TM was 
wrtten ‘lookng nward’ towards the radaton safety and protecton requrements of the vehcle and/or 
habtat; .e., not addressng any other sheldng requrements assocated wth nuclear power generaton, 
n-stu resources, etc. for the tme beng. The ncluson of these external factors would comprse the  
logcal follow-on report to ths TM. 
32.  ExpoSuRE RiSkS And THE dEEp-SpACE RAdiATion EnviRonMEnT
A significant technical challenge in long-duration (>6 months) deep-space (outside the protective 
region of the Earth’s magnetosphere) missions is that of protecting the crew from harmful and poten-
tially lethal exposure to ionizing radiation. Energetic, high-charge galactic cosmic-ray (GCR) ions and 
solar energetic particles (SEPs) constitute the main source of this intense radiation environment. The 
energy range of these particles spans more than 8 orders of magnitude (keV-TeV) while their atomic 
numbers populate the entre stable nucldes of the perodc table. 
Charges of 1 (hydrogen) though 26 (iron), however, are considered most important for health and 
shielding related issues. By number, hydrogen constitutes ≈90 percent; helum, 7 percent; and all others, 
3 percent of the GCR ions. The flux (number of particles at a given energy per unit time per unit area) of 
the GCR component s modulated by a factor of ≈4 by the heliosphere over the 11-yr solar cycle (fig. 1). 
The mostly hydrogen SEP component s more frequent durng heghtened solar actvtes and s typcally 
associated with coronal mass ejections (CMEs) (fig. 2).
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Figure 1.  Typical GCR spectra (for energies above 100–200 MeV/amu) for charges 1–28 
 at the lunar surface (sold curves depct 1997 solar-mnmum condtons and dashed  
 ones 1977 solar-maximum conditions) in addition to the neutron component (a second- 
 ary component that results from the nteracton of SEP and GCR ons wth lunar rego- 
 lith materials).  Lower energy curves (<10 MeV/amu) are of solar, solar-wind and/or  
 corotating interaction regions (CIRs) origin rather than GCR origin, and are much  
 easier to shield against than GCR ions. (Figure is from ref. 1; caption by authors.)
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Fgure 2.  Proton and neutron spectra at the lunar surface durng the September 1989 solar 
 particle event. (See note about the neutron component in caption of fig. 1.)  
 (From ref. 1.)
When these partcles traverse meda, they undergo both atomc and nuclear collsons wth the 
medum’s nucle, atoms, and molecules. These collsons produce secondary components, such as neu-
trons, n addton to leadng to the fragmentaton of both GCR and target nucle. It s these collsons, 
ther nuclear and atomc nature, ther frequency, ther tracks n the medum, and ther energy deposton 
characterstcs that make the GCR and SEP components the health hazards they are.2 For example, t s  
estmated that n a 2-yr Mars excurson as many as half of all the cells of an astronaut’s body wll be 
traversed by GCR ons. 
Biological effects of the passage of GCR ions through cells and tissues are poorly known and  
difficult to study. This is due in large part to limited in situ and ground-based exposure data. In addi-
tion, the radiochemistry and radiobiology of the effects of high linear energy-transfer (LET) radiation 
like GCR and SEP fields are rudimentary unlike what is known about low-LET radiation; e.g., x rays 
and gamma rays. Exposure effects are separated nto acute and chronc. Acute exposures can lead to 
early effects that include radiation sickness and erthyma. Chronic (and acute) exposures can lead to late 
effects ncludng cataracts and cancer. Currently no astronaut dose lmts, standards, or recommendatons 
exist for GCR exposure. Standards designed and applied for LEO (low Earth orbit) missions, for exam-
ple, for the International Space Station (ISS), are not expected to be directly applicable to long-duration 
deep-space mssons. 
Estmatng the health rsks assocated wth deep-space radaton exposure s hampered mostly  
by uncertantes n the bologcal response to GCR; e.g., reference 3, n addton to others assocated 
wth the radaton envronment tself, ts physcal nteractons, as well as dose-related volatlty, as 
5depicted by figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) compares the projected radiation exposure risk (defined as excess 
in the likelihood over the general population to develop cancer) for a nominal Mars mission to those 
for ISS and STS mssons. For a Mars msson the rsk s mostly due to GCR and SEP ons plus ther 
secondares; .e., ther nuclear nteractons products, whereas for ISS and STS mssons the rsk s due 
mostly to trapped protons as well as secondares. 
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Figure 3.  (a) Inherent uncertainties and (b) risks associated with exposure to space radiation 
 ((a) is taken from the Space Radiation Health Project at JSC and (b) from the National  
 Academy of Sciences 1996). (http://hacd.JSC.nasa.gov)
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73.  SHiEldinG EffECTivEnESS of polyMERiC MATERiAlS vERSuS AluMinuM
Materals* rch n hydrogen and carbon are known to be effectve sheldng materals aganst 
GCR.4 This is because of their ability to fragment (via nuclear spallation and fragmentation reactions) 
the ncomng GCR ons nto smaller fragments—thus reducng the onzaton damage, whch s pro-
portonal to the charge squared—wth mnmal secondary partcles producton such as neutrons and 
other short-lived particles. Aluminum (Al), while also able to fragment the GCR ions produces enough 
secondary radiation to make the transmitted component (and thus the dose behind the shield) almost 
ndependent of materal thckness. Ths property makes the radaton transport characterstcs of lght, 
hydrogen-rch materals; e.g., polymers, superor to alumnum and metals n general.
Table 1 compares the hydrogen content of select materals. On the bass of ts hydrogen con-
tent alone, but of no practcal consequence from a structural perspectve, the ‘best’ sheldng materal 
s lqud hydrogen (LH2); LH2 propellant tanks have been consdered as part of a spacecraft sheld-
ng desgn.6 Water, known to be an effectve sheldng materal, has also been consdered as a part of a 
spacecraft system for radaton sheldng purposes.6
Table 1.  Hydrogen content of select materals.
Material No. Hydrogen Atoms Per cm3 
(×1022)
No. Hydrogen Atoms Per g  
(×1022)
Hydrogen (solid; liquid) 5.7; 4.5 59.7; 59.7
Water 6.7 6.7
Lithium hydride 5.9 7.6
Pure polyethylene (PE) 8.9 8.6
5% borated PE 6.6 8.2
Snce dfferent radatons are known to produce dfferent bologcal effects for the same delvered 
dose (dose is energy per unit mass expressed in units of Gray where 1 Gray (Gy) = 1 J/kg = 100 rad), a 
quantty that s more relevant for comparng the sheldng effectveness of varous materals for health 
purposes s the dose-equvalent. Dose-equvalent s calculated from the dose corrected by a dmenson-
less qualty factor, Q. For example, GCR ons can have a qualty factor of 3.5 whle x rays have a qualty 
factor of 1. This implies that a GCR ion can be 3.5 times as effective in delivering energy (dose) to the 
cell or tssue as an x-ray beam wth the same ncomng energy. Dose-equvalent s expressed n unts 
of Sievert (Sv) where 1 Sv = 100 rem. The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measure-
ments (NCRP) has recently recommended the use of Gray-equivalent to express received dose, a unit 
that incorporates the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of radiation instead of its quality factor, Q.7 
The new unt emphaszes the determnstc effects of radaton as opposed to ts late effects that nclude 
cancer.
*Nonmaterial or active shielding solutions using strong magnetic fields or magnetized plasmas, while scientifically feasible, remain 
technologcally and operatonally dstant.5
8NCRP publshes and regularly updates recommended lmts approprate for LEO mssons. Table 
2 lsts the 1999 recommendatons for dose lmts for organs for all ages for 30-day, annual, and career 
exposures. Table 3 lsts NCRP–recommended career dose lmts by age and gender. To put these lmts 
in perspective, on the ISS for the period 2001–2003 (during solar maximum), the average effective dose 
was about 6.1 cSv and the measured effectve dose-rate was about 0.037 cSv per day.8 On the ISS, n 
addton to protectve geomagnetc effects, whch are not present outsde the magnetosphere, sheldng 
equvalent to about 5–10 cm of alumnum s provded by the ISS structure and systems materals.9
Table 2.  1999 NCRP-recommended dose lmts by organ and exposure tme.
Limit (Sv) Bone Marrow Eye Skin
30-day Exposure 0.25 1 1.5
Annual 0.5 2 3
Career (0.5–3.0); Table 3 4 6
Table 3.  1999 NCRP-recommended career dose lmts (based on 3 percent 
 lifetime risk of induced cancer) by age and gender.
Age at Exposure 
(yr)
Female Limit 
(Sv)
Male Limit 
(Sv)
25 0.5 0.8
35 0.9 1.4
45 1.3 2
55 1.7 3
Fgure 4 compares calculated dose-equvalent as a functon of depth behnd a number of sheld-
ing materials. The main conclusion to be drawn from figure 4 is that polymeric materials are superior 
to alumnum n ther ablty to degrade the onzaton damage of GCR and SEP partcles. In ths regard 
polymerc materals behave as a group; .e., compared to alumnum dfferences among them n terms of 
shielding are known (cf. fig. 7, sec. 6) to be small. In addition, polymeric materials being of low mass 
densty can offer ths protecton at a much lower cost n weght but not n volume.
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Fgure 4.  Calculated dose-equvalent as a functon of depth n varous materals. The ‘Mars 
 Msson Lmt’ s a reference pont chosen for comparson purposes only and s not  
 a true or standard lmt snce no such lmts have been adopted as of yet. Ths hypo- 
 thetcal lmt s extrapolated from and made more strngent than LEO lmts. The  
 assumed radaton envronment s a hypothetcal worst case scenaro that super- 
 imposes the solar-minimum GCR field (fig. 1) on top of the September 1989 solar  
 particle event (fig. 2). This superposition is an overestimation of the radiation envi- 
 ronment level for the sake of comparson. Ponts M1–M4 gve the correspondng  
 depth that ntersects ths hypothetcal reference lmt for each materal n unts of  
 its areal density (depth=areal density/mass density). (Figure from ref. 10; caption  
 by authors.)
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 (Figure is from ref. 11; caption by authors.)
Ths small dfference n the radaton sheldng effectveness among polymer-based compostes 
suggests that research and development emphases should be on methodologes and processes to optmze 
the nonradaton characterstcs of these compostes; e.g., ther structural and envronmental propertes, 
as opposed to efforts to further mprove ther radaton transmsson propertes per se. 
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4.  STRuCTuRAl pRopERTiES of polyMER-bASEd CoMpoSiTES 
vERSuS AluMinuM
Advanced fiber-reinforced composite materials enjoy significant property advantages that make 
them excellent canddates for use n arcraft and spacecraft structural applcatons. Propertes such as 
specific tensile strength, specific tensile modulus, fatigue resistance, damage tolerance, and design flex-
blty all make these materals very attractve for aerospace applcatons. Addtonally, a wde range of 
fiber reinforcement types and matrix resin systems are available to the engineer and designer for applica-
tion specific use.
With the use of a variety of fiber-matrix combinations, composites serve a more general function 
for a host of applcatons, ncludng structure. Use of composte structures for aerospace applcatons s 
steadily increasing; 50 percent of the structural weight of the new Boeing 787, including its fuselage, is 
n carbon-based and smlar compostes.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the specific tensile strength and specific tensile modulus of 
several common reinforcing fibers. Note that both polyethylene (PE) and graphite are high-strength and 
high-modulus fibers. Note also that the polyethylene fibers have the highest specific tensile strength, or 
strength per unit weight, of any reinforcing fiber and a specific modulus that is approximately equivalent 
to graphite and boron fibers. Polyethylene fibers have the additional advantage in their ability to shield 
against GCR and SEP particles as illustrated in sec. 3. Another added benefit in using PE fibers for radia-
ton sheldng s that hydrogen also acts to slow, or thermalze, fast neutrons due to ther large collson 
cross secton. Such neutrons are produced n GCR/SEP on collsons wth the sheldng materal, just as 
they are also copiously produced in fission-based nuclear power systems. Thus, added radiation protec-
tion can be realized when using PE as a matrix with PE fibers (note that the hydrogen content of PE 
fiber is the same as that of pure PE, table 1). Boron may be added to the matrix resin to further improve 
the sheldng effectveness of these materals snce boron attenuates the thermal neutrons that have been 
slowed down by hydrogen.
Figure 7 compares the specific strength and modulus for a polyethylene-based composite to 
standard Al alloys that are used as structural elements. Figure 5 demonstrates that fiber-reinforced poly-
ethylene compostes can be made to combne superor structural propertes wth ther known superor 
sheldng propertes. 
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Figure 6.  Specific tensile strengths of select reinforcing  fibers. Note the high values of PE fibers 
 for both modulus and tensile strengths. (From ref. 11.)
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Figure 7.  Specific tensile strengths and modulus of a PE-based composite developed at Marshall 
 Space Flght Center along wth two standard Al alloys that are used as structural  
 elements. Ths PE-based composte, known as RXF1, combnes superor radaton sheld- 
 ing properties with superior mechanical properties. (Data from ref. 11.)
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5.  ToWARdS polyMER-bASEd CoMpoSiTES AS MulTifunCTionAl MATERiAlS
Ever snce the begnnng of the compostes era, towards the end of World War II, t was known 
that fibers immersed in the matrix of a lightweight, lower strength material results in a stronger mate-
rial as the fibers absorb and scatter cracks. A polymer lacking the required strength or stiffness could be 
reinforced with fibers to produce a stronger, lighter, and more versatile material. The mutual interfacial 
bonds between polymer and fibers create an interdependence or synergy between the two: The polymer 
matrix provides a medium in which the fibers reside and are protected, and the reinforcement supplied 
by the fibers supplies the strength to the polymer material by supporting much of the stress load that was 
transferred from the polymer to the fiber through the bonds.
Superor mechancal and other propertes are achevable thanks prncpally to ths nterdepen-
dence between the reinforcing fiber and the matrix, spawning possibilities and innovations. Fiber-rein-
forced polymer compostes are currently n use and beng further developed n varous ndustral areas 
such as automotve, marne, transportaton, cvl, mltary, and aerospace applcatons.
Materals scentsts focus on the relatonshp between structure and propertes whle desgners 
are, naturally, more concerned wth the symboss between functons and propertes. Hstorcally for 
general terrestral applcatons, the predomnance of functon over structure nspred and drove compos-
tes research and development, and use. For exploraton mssons, structure and safety; e.g., radaton 
protecton, and strngent utlty requrements; e.g., mass and power, are both the drvng and constran-
ing factors. In designing these pathfinding missions an integrated systems approach is required, where 
structure and desgn engneers, materals scentsts and engneers, chemsts and physcsts, and compu-
tatonal scentsts and mathematcans together would make ths approach work n a mutually adaptve, 
synergetc framework servng structure, propertes, processes, and msson.
As an example of ths adaptve framework appled to compostes desgn and propertes, on the 
one hand, and structural requrements, on the other, Morozov presents recent developments n the mod-
elng and characterzaton of renforced compostes.12 In partcular, Morozov consders an applcaton of 
spatal renforcement to the desgn and manufacture of composte thn-walled structures. Stress analyses 
of thn-walled structures composed from spatally orented compostes demonstrate the basc weght and 
strength advantages that can be provded wth the use of these compostes. In addton, analyss of the 
three-dmensonal stress state of composte materal at the level of elementary layers s able to demon-
strate ts structural ntegrty. Morozov’s analyss suggests and draws a theoretcal framework that s con-
sstent wth a systems approach for a desgn process n whch the mcroscopc structure of the composte 
s drven by the requrements of the compostes-based overall structure; .e., a bottom-up desgn process.
Cohen, n hs study on the use of carbon and nonmetallc compostes n the constructon of a 
Lunar habtat, argues that these compostes can be employed as structural elements; e.g., for pressure 
vessel and thermal nsulaton, n addton to ther radaton sheldng functons.13 Carbon-renforced car-
bon compostes can, accordng to Cohen, be used for pressure vessel and external applcatons because 
these compostes can tolerate extreme varatons n temperature.13 Polyethylene and polyethylene-based 
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composites, on the other hand, are not as resilient to thermal fluctuations without significant modifica-
ton to ther chemcal structure. As a result, polyethylene-based compostes wthout thermal shelds wll 
have to support the structure (in addition to providing radiation shielding) from within the interior of 
the pressure vessel or, as has recently been proposed, from wthn a cavty between two metallc and/or 
carbon-based composte walls.10
Because of their shielding as well as their mechanical properties, polymer-based composites 
are expected to make up a good part of the nternal structure of the future space vehcle desgned for 
extended deep-space mssons. Ths asserton s based on savngs n mass, power, and better handlng 
and processng of consumables and expendables.14 However, n an oxygen-rch spacecraft atmosphere 
(oxygen concentration levels >21 percent, Earth-normal—as some of the design parameters require) 
issues related to the flammability of polymeric materials in general must be adequately addressed before 
ths asserton s made credble.
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6.  flAMMAbiliTy And ToxiCiTy of polyMER-bASEd CoMpoSiTES
Hgh-densty polyethylene has been evaluated and actually used as “parastc”; .e., nonstructural, 
shielding materials on the ISS, and its flammability characteristics have been measured in microgravity  
condtons.15 Flammablty experments on the Mr staton have demonstrated that combuston of non-
metallc materals n mcrogravty condtons s characterzed by the exstence of both mnmum and 
maximum flow velocities that can sustain combustion.16
In microgravity, as for thermally thin materials, the lower flow velocity arises from the relative 
ncrease n radatve heat losses from the materal, whch tends to suppress combuston and reduce the 
spread of flame. However, at elevated oxygen levels (≈30 percent) combustion is possible without the 
existence of flow to provide for oxygen intake.
For nonmetallic materials, and at lower levels of oxygen, nonzero limiting flow velocities for 
combuston have been measured n space and on the ground. For example, for a glass-epoxy composte, 
a limiting flow velocity of less than 0.5 cm/s was measured at an oxygen concentration of 15.5 percent. 
When the oxygen concentration was increased to 19 percent, the flow velocity increased to 15 cm/s.16 
For high-density polyethylene, Ivanov et al. report a limiting flow velocity of 0.3-0.5 cm/s at an oxygen 
concentraton of 25.4 percent.16 The study also finds that the spread rate of the flame decreases with 
decreasing flow velocity. The study underscores the fact that either as parasitic materials for radiation 
protection purposes, or as structural elements, polyethylene-based composites must first be made flame 
retardant. Flame retardants; e.g., metallc lnng, can be added to the polymer matrx, or, for more sgnf-
cant results as have been reported, for example, for nanopartcle polymers ncorporated n the chemcal 
structure of the polymer’s matrx or resn.17
A recent expermental study has found that the ntroducton of about only 1.5 percent by weght 
of phosphorous to epoxy structural resins significantly improves their flame retardation.18 Phosphorous 
was incorporated in the chemical structure (polymeric chain) of epoxy resin as opposed to simply being 
added to it. Phosphorous, when incorporated in polymers, is known to impart fire resistance through the 
formaton of a char layer on the surface, whch prevents oxygen from reachng the combustble materal. 
Unlike the simple addition of fire-retardant materials into the resin, phosphorous retards the spread of 
fire as well and, hence, can minimize the release of toxic gases.19 The Hergenrother et al. study apples 
to polymer-based compostes snce they can contan up to 20–30 percent by weght epoxy resns wthout 
significantly affecting their shielding characteristics, as figure 7 demonstrates.18 Hence, polymer-based 
composites upon the incorporation of a fire retardant; e.g., phosphorous, in the polymeric chain of their 
epoxy resins, can be made much less flammable and toxic.
 
Toxcty of polymer-based compostes s drectly related to ther combuston products’ toxcty. 
Carbon monoxde s known to be the prncpal toxc agent n the pyrolyss gases from polymerc mater-
als.20 Carbon monoxde s released when the decomposton temperature of the materal s reached.  
In ground testng, for hgh-densty polyethylene, ths temperature s about 500 ºC. The amount of carbon 
monoxde released, whle a functon of tme, was measured to be of the order of 12,000 ppm (carbon 
monoxde levels of ≈4,000 ppm are fatal).
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7.  SuMMARy And ConCluSionS
In addition to other flight risks and hazards, space flight beyond the confines and protection of 
the magnetosphere and for extended perods of tme wll have to face the challenges of radaton expo-
sure and ts rsks on crew health and msson safety. The prmary source of ths penetratng and hghly 
ionizing radiation are the energetic ions of GCRs and SEPs. Unlike low Earth or near-Earth flights or 
orbts, sheldng aganst GCRs and SEPs wll be requred n extended deep-space mssons. Alumnum 
s known to be a poor sheldng materal. Effectve sheldng aganst GCRs and SEPs requres the use of 
polymerc materals. Polymer-based compostes are known to have superor sheldng propertes. Wth 
the addition of reinforcing fibers, polyethylene-based composites have been shown to combine superior 
sheldng propertes wth superor mechancal propertes. 
Polymers are not as resilient to thermal fluctuations. Polymer-based composites without thermal 
shelds wll have to support the structure from wthn the nteror of the pressure vessel. Untreated poly-
meric materials are flammable and toxic. Polymer-based composites can be made much less flammable 
and toxic through the incorporation of a fire retardant, e.g., phosphorus, in the polymeric chain of their 
epoxy resns. 
Long-duraton space mssons wll very lkely requre the use of multfunctonal materals for 
mass savings, radiation protection, safety, and efficiency purposes. As this brief analysis has shown, non-
metallic composites; e.g. fiber-reinforced, cured, polymer-based composites, can be made to be safe and 
relable multfunctonal materals. In addton, due to processablty, these compostes n prncple can be 
made nto “smart” multfunctonal materals. Smart multfunctonal materals are needed for purposes of 
the real-tme montorng of materal health and ts surroundng condtons. For polymer-based compos-
tes ths can be accomplshed by the threadng of radaton dosmeters and mcrosensors; e.g. optcal and 
radiation-sensitive fibers, into the composites themselves. 
Shielding against space radiation is an engineering challenge amplified mostly by biological 
uncertantes. These uncertantes asde, the materals aspect of the challenge reduces, for the most part, 
to relationships between structure and properties (see for example ref. 21). However, when safety is the 
prme motvator of the desgn decsons, as s the case wth ths challenge, and n the presence of uncer-
tantes, these relatonshps are best expressed not only as objectve probabltes for the sake of rsk 
assessment, for example, but also as desgn parameters n a nosy desgn space. Mnmzaton of ths 
nose becomes the task.
When ths task s accomplshed the challenge s addressed wth adherence to the prncple of as 
low as reasonably achievable (ALARA), from the bottom up; i.e., the solution is engineered in a basic 
and fundamental way. The prncple of ALARA s currently the NASA accepted gudelne as well as 
beng a part of the legal requrements wth regard to onzng radaton exposure and crew health and 
protecton as stpulated by NCRP Report no. 98.7 In contrast, when the soluton s mposed on an  
already determined design (based mostly on past experience and practice) and whose performance 
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may be known in a deterministic sense but whose value to the underlying safety (radiation protection) 
is uncertain, adherence to ALARA in this case (the top-down approach) serves more the design rather 
than the ultmate goal of meetng the space radaton challenge: The protecton and the safeguardng of 
the crew. Ths top-down approach to radaton protecton, on account of mass and power requrements 
alone, is clearly neither the most efficient nor most economical one, and does not necessarily make the 
msson any safer.
The man ponts of ths analyss are:
• Extended deep-space mssons requre effectve sheldng aganst hghly onzng and penetratng par-
tcles of solar and galactc orgns that pervade the entre helosphere.
• Alumnum s known to be neffectve n ths regard 
• Polymerc materals are vastly superor to metals n ther ablty to degrade the onzaton damage  
of these penetratng partcles.
• Fber-renforced, polymer-based compostes can combne superor structural propertes wth ther 
known superor sheldng propertes.
• Polymer-based compostes wthout thermal shelds wll have to support the structure from wthn  
the nteror of the pressure vessel.
• Polymer-based composites can be made much less flammable and toxic through the incorporation  
of a fire retardant; e.g., phosphorus, in the polymeric chain of their epoxy resins
• Cured, polymer-based compostes can be made nto true and smart multfunctonal materals through 
the use of embedded dosmeters and sensors for real-tme montorng of materal health and ts sur-
roundng condtons.
• Smart polymer-based compostes are an enablng technology for safe and relable exploraton ms-
sons; however, due to the cross-dscplnary aspect of any sheldng strategy, an adaptve, synergetc 
systems approach s requred to meet the msson’s requrements from structure, propertes, and pro-
cesses, to crew health and protecton.
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